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T
here are many aspects that make
a house a home or, more
importantly, your own sanctuary.

The choice of colors, from paint to wall
coverings, fabrics and accessories all
combine to give your home the feel of
comfort and a refuge from a busy life.
Dero’s Wallpapers, Fabrics & Draperies
has been helping their customers for
over 40 years make houses into homes
and, in many cases, turning decorating
dreams into realities.  Gretta Parnell,
owner, consultant and designer at
Dero’s, and her team, with a combined
140 years of experience between them,
love what they do and do what they love,
working with customers in all areas of
decorating, like window treatments,
which is just one area of Dero’s that
makes it a “one-stop shop” for
decorating.

Decorating Your House 
Can Be Overwhelming
As any decorator will tell you, curtains
and draperies make a room, but only
when chosen correctly.  If you’ve ever
been in a fabric store, though, the
patterns, textures and the possibilities
can be overwhelming, leading you to
think that maybe your family room with
the floor-to-ceiling windows looks just
fine the way it is.  That is until the hot
summer sun begins to beat down on
your house or the cold winter winds
blow; in either case, you will probably
pay more for your air and heating
throughout the year.  So, window
treatments not only make a room
aesthetically pleasing, tying the overall
feel and décor together, but they can also
serve a utilitarian purpose.  “In today’s
new construction and remodeling,
homeowners are choosing hardwood
flooring and tile for many of their rooms,
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but with those choices, houses can be loud with reverb from sounds,
and window treatments really help cut down on noise, while giving a
room a warmth that only textiles can add. Along with window
treatments, choosing blinds, shades and shutters can also give a room
a cozy feel while helping with energy costs.  Dero’s has been a
Centurion Dealer since 2002 with Hunter Douglas, featuring only their
line of blinds, shades and shutters.  Hunter Douglas is a company that
warrants their products for the lifetime of the product.  We believe in
being a business of quality and distinction, so Hunter Douglas is a
good partner for us,” said Gretta Parnell.  

No Job Too Big or Small; Dero’s Can Do It All!
Because everything is done in-house, Dero’s designers and seamstresses
work hands-on, no matter the size of the project.  “We go to a customer’s
home to take any measurements that are needed for custom window
treatments, bedding and any other home fashion items that may be
desired.  Working with our customers and seeing their homes allows us
time to take note of anything that may be helpful in the design process,
choosing styles as well as fabrics,” said Patricia Braswell, designer at
Dero’s since 1975.  Gretta realizes that Dero’s doesn’t have every fabric
that a customer may want.  “With our home accents and accessories, wall
coverings, jewelry and clothing boutique, we only have so much space
for fabrics, so customers who find fabrics elsewhere are welcome at
Dero’s for consultation and design,” Gretta commented.  Part of
designing is staying current with trends, and things have changed in that
area in the over 40 years since Dero’s first opened its doors. 

“The internet and social media in particular have really helped people
think out of the box when it comes to design.  People still bring in
pictures from magazines, but with sites like Houzz.com and Pinterest, the
sky is the limit in ideas.  I will send customers to my Pinterest page,
which has around 17,000 ideas pinned.  You may find several designs or
ideas that you like, and we can work to incorporate them into one design.
Once we have measurements and an idea of what the customer wants,
using a CAD system on my computer I design with options to present to
our customer.  I print my design in black and white to let the customer
visualize the idea in its purest form, unclouded by color.  Once the design
is chosen, having our workroom in-house means that when an idea
comes to me or Patricia to tweak in some way, we can discuss it with the
customer, then go straight to our seamstresses, Wanda Davis and Mary
Smith  and ask the customer if they could drop by and see the progress.

“When we say that Dero’s has a
little bit of everything, we mean it.”

A good measure of a business is not only

the length of time in business, but happy

and satisfied customers, and Dero’s, after

forty years in business, has hundreds of

them.  Below are just a few:

“Dero’s has designed and made beautiful

bedding and drapes for my home.

Patricia and Gretta were professional

and really had a vision of what we were

thinking to accomplish.”  ~ Kendra Clabo

“It’s hard for me to enter Dero’s without

leaving with something.  Besides buying

ready-made window treatments and

having them altered to fit, Dero’s is also

my favorite shopping stop for seasonal

gifts and unique decorations.”  

~ Beth Clark

“There’s no other design shop like Dero’s,

with both a showroom and a workroom

on-site with experienced, expert staff.

When I was renovating my home, I only

had a ‘feeling’ of what I envisioned, but

with Gretta and Patricia, the result was a

fun and stress-free experience.”  

~ Joan Gravel
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Customers like seeing a project go from beginning to completion,” Gretta
stated.  But window treatments are only a part of what makes Dero’s both
a decorating destination and a good drop-by shopping experience.  

It’s the Little Things that Make for a Decorated Life
When Gretta began working at Dero’s in 1993, wallcoverings and fabrics
were the focus of the business, but over the years the store has taken on a
life of its own.  “Dero’s is a place where you can decorate your home, top
to bottom, and pick up a gift for a friend or a treat for yourself.  When we
say that Dero’s has a little bit of everything, we mean it.  From artwork to
home accessories, candles and great gift ideas, there’s not much that you
can’t find here.  Our customers know that if they need that special gift for
someone who possibly has everything, Dero’s is the place to go.
Jewelry, cards, home fragrances, clothing…it’s all here,” said Gretta.
Along with Gretta and Patricia, Lynn Kelly, Mike Czerwinski and Valerie Six
are in the store to help with anything from wallcoverings to gift ideas.  

Although Gretta’s life is full with work and being a wife and mom, she
makes giving back to the community a priority.  “At Dero’s, we are animal
lovers and we have made Davie Humane Society one of the charities that
we support.  On December 5th, we will host ‘Santa Paws,’ where people
can bring their pets and get their photos taken with Santa for a donation.
It’s always a great time, with everything decorated for the holidays.  We
are a family at Dero’s and our customers and community have been, and
continue to be, a part of what makes us love what we do,” Gretta
commented.

Dero’s is located at 2671 Lewisville-Clemmons Rd., Clemmons, NC.
Hours of operation: Monday–by appointment; Tuesday–Friday, 10 a.m.–6
p.m.; and Saturday, 10 a.m.–5 p.m.  For more information, visit
www.derosinteriors.com or call 336-768-7962.

“Gretta and Patricia are professional,creative, plus they strive to give a clientquality work, no matter the size of the job.The team at Dero’s is superb, and I wouldnever go anywhere else.”  
~ Lynn J. Marcellino

“After purchasing a home in 2009, weworked with Patricia and she did awonderful job selecting fabrics and stylesfor bedding, window treatments, pillowsand accessories for several rooms, makingour home feel complete, and colors andpatterns flow seamlessly from room toroom.”   ~ Cathy Patton
“I’m happy to say I have been a satisfiedcustomer of Dero’s for over 28 years!Dero’s has been my single source for all mydecorating needs.  Recently they madedrapery panels for my family room thatfall 18 feet from ceiling to floor, opening theroom up beautifully.  I consider Gretta,Patricia and Dero’s team a trusted partnerin my decorating projects.”  

~ Cathy Zeitvogel


